
Experience and innovation

The production principle is the liberation of long microfibrils 

from the fiber wall.

Microfibrillated cellulose is a mixture of nanofibrils, fibrillar 

fines, fiber fragments and fibers, but the majority is nanofibrils. 

By passing through the homogenizing valve, at very high 

pressure, the high shear stress delaminates the fibers fragments, 

this way the fibers are getting finer in width, while maintaining 

the original length.

GEA offers high pressure homogenizers with a specific 

configuration suitable for NFC processing. 

The patented OpenXFLOTM compression block perfectly fits with 

NFC application at 600 bar; it features a special clean design that 

allows a free flow to the homogenizing valve for viscous and 

liquids products containing crystals, agglomerates and fibers. 

Tailor made solution for new 
application developments

The special hygienic pumping valves assembly, without springs, 

eliminates the risk of solids accumulation and clogging; this 

configuration and its corrosion-resistant materials allow to 

reduce maintenance costs. 

The highly efficient homogenizing valve selected for NFC 

application is the NanoVALVETMHP, which has clear advantages 

in terms of efficiency and performance. 

It enables faster processing of higher quality NFC, at much 

lower pressures and with reduced energy costs compared to 

alternative technologies.

GEA patented NanoVALVETMHP enables a higher flow rate (14,000 l/h) with a half working pressure (700 bar) compared 
to the standard valve with a remarkable energy saving.



GEA Group is a global engineering company with  multi-billion euro sales and  operations in more than  

50 countries. Founded in 1881, the company is one of the largest providers of  innovative equipment and   
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Today the solution for tomorrow
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Micro and nanofibrils 
of cellulose

The manufacturing of micro- and nanofibrils of cellulose 
(MFC/NFC) is based on the liberation of microfibrils from 
the fiber cell walls. These fibers are produced by the pulp and paper 
industry using mechanical, biotechnological or chemical methods. 

Homogenization technology is a mechanical method able to harness the 

extraordinary potential of NFC from liquo-cellulosic fibers, at reasonable 

costs and using existing processes. 

After some passes under high pressure treatment, wood pulp becomes 

a transparent aqueous gel in which nanofibers are ultra-fines and well 

dispersed.

The obtained fibrils dimensions are in the range of 0.75+/-0.50 μm length 

and 14+/-4 nm width. These microfibrils are an interesting material with 

exceptional strength properties (comparable to steel), able to increase 

paper strength by more than 95%.



The nanofibrils of cellulose is one of the most promising nanomaterial for 

a wide variety of applications. At the beginning, NFC was prepared and 

applied in paper-making mainly on lab scale, but the paper producers  

now are going to industrialize the use of cellulose nanofibrils and to 

introduce it to various types of applications. NFC does not only offer 

a chance to improve current products on the market, it also enables to 

develop completely new kinds of value added products for niche market. 

The use of NFC permits lower environmental impact and increases 

strength in bulk structures, allowing a lower basis weight. 

Composite

NFC, as a transparent and dimensional stable, strength-enhancing 

additive and substrate is an interesting material for reinforcing plastics, 

resins, starch-based matrixes, soy protein, rubber latex, poly(lactide). 

It is already applied for large flexible screens, solar panels, flexible 

computers, coatings and films, paints, foams, packaging, flexible displays 

and it can also be used as strength enhancement of cellular concrete 

materials.

Food

NFC is a low calorie replacement for today’s carbohydrate additives used 

as thickeners, flavour carriers and suspension stabilizers in: crushes, 

chips, wafers, soups, gravies, puddings etc.

Hygiene and absorbent products

Nanocellulose, as antimicrobial films, is used together with super 

absorbent polymers for incontinence pads material, tissue, non-woven 

products or absorbent structures. 

Paper board

NFC enhances the fiber-fiber bond strength and, hence, have a 

strong reinforcement effect on paper materials. It is used as a barrier 

in greaseproof type of papers and as a wet-end additive to enhance 

retention, dry and wet strength in commodity type of paper and board 

products.

One product 
with many applications



High pressure homogenization vs alternative 

technologies

Nanofiber cellulose can be prepared from any cellulose source material, 

most of the production comes from wood pulp. 

The nanocellulose fibrils are isolated from the wood-based fibers using 

high pressure systems. The homogenizers are used to delaminate the 

cell walls of the fibers and liberate the nano-sized fibrils.

It is demonstrated that high pressure homogenization technology leads 

to smaller particles in comparison to a rotor/stator one. High pressure 

homogenization is normally carried out in conjunction with high shear 

grinders or refiners. 

Comparisons of the particle size and particle size distributions obtained 

with a high shear mixer, clearly shows that smaller particles and tighter 

distributions are achieved versus those having under gone high pressure 

homogenization. For this reason high pressure homogenization (from 

600 up to 1500 bar) is the technology selected for the final step of the 

manufacturing program, it is capable to produce NFC gels at industrial 

scale.

How to produce it? 
Leading technology to go further

Advantages from HP Homogenization

• Ultra-fines nanofibers (dimensions range of 0.75+/-0.50 μm length 

and 14+/-4 nm width)

• Well dispersed fibers with exceptional strength properties 

• Industrial scale production

Pre-treatment to reduce pressure and passes

Classified pre-treatments are used to reduce energy consumption 

associated with the fiber delamination. There are many types of pre-

treatment techniques such as acid hydrolysis, alkaline swelling and 

surface modifications, enzyme cellulases and hemicellulases. It has been 

shown that energy consumption can be heavily decreased using these 

pre-treatments and several studies have reported values below 1 MWh/

ton. The more intensive the pre-treatment is, the lower the number of 

passes and pressure through the homogenizer are needed.


